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ABSTRACT

With the spread of social-media advertising, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has made many attempts to regulate the burgeoning field. However, the complexity of social media makes it difficult to regulate without violating the First Amendment. This difficulty is especially true for Instagram, a social-media platform where pictures—a form of speech protected by the First Amendment—are the primary focal point. This Note argues that the FTC’s material-connection disclosure requirement potentially violates the First Amendment as it applies to Instagram advertisements. Instead of focusing on audience perception when determining whether an endorser must include a material-connection disclosure, the FTC should instead consider the poster’s intent in sharing an Instagram post to prevent any chilling of speech or violations of posters’ First Amendment rights.

INTRODUCTION

By all accounts, 2016 was a banner year for Toronto Blue Jays pitcher Marcus Stroman. On March 23, he was named the Blue Jays’ opening day starting pitcher.† And when the Blue Jays faced a win-or-
go-home wild-card game, they turned to Stroman as their starter. They won.

The Duke graduate is also a popular social-media presence, especially on Instagram. He currently has 413,000 followers and posts photographs almost daily. Many of these photos include products from the sponsors he interacts with in his role as a professional baseball player and business owner. For example, in a photograph of Stroman pitching, he has tagged the Instagram accounts of Major League Baseball, the Toronto Blue Jays, New Era Caps, Nike, and the Jordan Brand. An everyday viewer would likely see this photo as a depiction of the exciting things happening in Stroman’s life. But according to the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), this photograph might violate the Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising (Endorsement Guides), depending on Stroman’s relationship with the various organizations he has tagged.

In 2015, Instagram surpassed Twitter with 400 million active monthly users. Its popularity makes it a natural choice for businesses looking for new ways to market their products. Indeed, Instagram’s advertising revenue for 2017 is projected to reach $3.6 billion. The proliferation of advertising through social-media sites, such as
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Instagram, has caused the FTC to revise its advertising regulations.11 The agency did so in 2009, updating its Endorsement Guides for the first time in almost thirty years to reflect the changes in the field.12 More recently, in 2015, the FTC created a “What People Are Asking” page (WPAA page) to provide more guidance as to how the Endorsement Guides affect social-media posting.13

These updates represent the FTC’s attempts to keep up with social media as it became more prevalent in the advertising world.14 However, this Note argues that as it pertains to social media—and, more specifically, to Instagram—the FTC has overstepped its bounds in regulation.

The First Amendment protects speech from governmental regulation based on “its message, its ideas, its subject matter, or its content.”15 But the Supreme Court has recognized that the Constitution provides “lesser protection” for commercial speech than other types of speech.16 The FTC’s authority to regulate advertisements stems from this lesser protection.17 In attempting to regulate the use of celebrity endorsements on social media, however,

15. Police Dep’t of Chi. v. Mosley, 408 U.S. 92, 95 (1972).
the FTC makes a number of assumptions about what constitutes commercial speech.

The Endorsement Guides require an endorser to disclose her relationship with a company whenever she posts about that company's products.18 Yet the FTC does not provide clear guidance about what makes a post on Instagram an endorsement. Instead, the agency suggests that when it comes to pictures, an endorsement is anything that might convey to an audience that a poster approves of a product.19 In providing such flimsy guidance to endorsers that does not comport with the Supreme Court’s definition of commercial speech, the FTC crosses the line from regulating commercial speech to regulating noncommercial speech, which it cannot do without satisfying strict scrutiny.20

This Note delineates the definition of commercial speech and the government’s power to regulate it, and then argues that the FTC has overstepped its bounds. Part I discusses Instagram as a social-media platform and the proliferation of visual marketing on social media. It examines the FTC’s attempts to regulate endorsements in the social-media realm, and it focuses on the agency’s requirement that endorsers indicate when there is a material connection between the speaker and a company. Part II explores the history of commercial speech and the First Amendment. Part III analyzes the FTC’s attempts to regulate celebrity endorsements on Instagram; it contends that the material-connection disclosure requirement may chill speech on Instagram. Part IV suggests that, instead of focusing on the audience’s interpretation of Instagram posts, the FTC should focus on the poster’s intent in posting the image to avoid chilling core expressive speech, which is essential to protecting First Amendment freedoms.

I. SOCIAL MEDIA AS AN ADVERTISING FORCE AND THE FTC’S ATTEMPTS TO REIN IT IN

With social media becoming a dominant force in the advertising world, the FTC has made numerous attempts to regulate the new platforms, both by updating previous regulations and by providing
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18. 16 C.F.R. § 255.5 (2016).
additional guidance outside of those regulations. This Part provides an overview of the development of endorsements on social media and the FTC’s attempts to regulate them. Part I.A discusses the history of endorsements and the use of social media as an advertising platform, focusing specifically on Instagram. Part I.B then discusses the FTC’s continued attempts to regulate endorsements, concentrating on the Endorsement Guides as well as additional guidance the agency has provided to address social media.

A. The Proliferation of Visual Marketing in Social Media

The use of endorsements in advertisements is nothing new, with modern testimonials dating as far back as World War I. During this time, testimonials were most often used in the patent-medicine industry, though they became more prevalent in other areas during the 1920s. Early testimonials usually took the form of print advertisements commenting on the effectiveness of a product. These advertisements used “ordinary” people rather than celebrities. It was not until the mid-seventies—with the proliferation of television—that celebrities got involved, often in commercials.

Testimonials were initially met with skepticism. Consumers wanted to know how authentic an endorser’s support for a product was, believing that celebrities were insincere in providing positive commentary about a product. Today, however, that hesitancy to trust celebrities may have dissipated. A 2012 study on the effect of celebrity endorsements in golf-ball sales shows that such advertising has had positive effects on the sales of a product. The study found that Tiger Woods’ endorsements for Nike golf balls from 2000 to 2010 helped Nike earn $176 million in extra revenue. The economic success of celebrity endorsements justifies companies’ attempts to find new channels to disseminate them.
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Instagram is a social-media platform that was created in October of 2010. Its users are limited to sharing photographs and videos on the platform rather than building a full online profile with personal information, like on Facebook, or sharing short bursts of text, like on Twitter. These images are usually accompanied by text commentary describing the photograph, although it is not required. After taking a photo, users can choose a filter to change the look of the image and can also tag individuals to indicate their presence in the photograph. Clicking on the tag sends a viewer to the profile of the tagged user. Users can follow other profiles whose photographs populate the user’s feed whenever they post. A follower can also like and make comments on other posters’ photos. As of December 2016, Instagram had more than 600 million monthly users, with 100 million added since June of 2016.

In 2013, Instagram announced that it would start allowing businesses to advertise. Companies can now provide photographs that show up on users’ feeds whether or not the user follows the brand. Although these photographs look similar to other Instagram posts, they have the word “Sponsored” printed in the upper left-hand corner. Users can hide the photos from their newsfeed if they choose. This form of advertising appears to be effective. Instagram users are fifty-eight times more likely to engage with in-platform ads on
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Celebrities also endorse products on their personal Instagram feeds. These endorsers often take photos with, or of, a product and post them on their newsfeeds with a comment about the product, a tag that leads to the manufacturer’s profile, or both. Celebrity profiles usually have millions of followers, so brands have an incentive to use celebrities as spokespeople. Indeed, celebrity endorsers have used Instagram to promote everything from teeth-whitening products to hazelnut spread.

Generally, audiences are more receptive to noncommercial sources than advertising messages. Marketers have, therefore, looked to nontraditional ways to build connections with audiences. The emotional connection a celebrity can create with the consumer, and thus the brand, on her personal Instagram feed makes the platform a natural choice for marketers.

Celebrities are not the only ones who can benefit from endorsement deals on Instagram. Other users with a large number of followers can also charge companies to share photographs of products.
or services. In some instances, these people have made thousands of dollars by, or have received expensive merchandise for, posting photographs of these products. For example, Nikoletta Csanyi, a banking consultant, won a Mercedes CLA after participating in a contest in which she used the car for a road trip to Washington, D.C. During the trip, she was required to post photos on Instagram, tagging Mercedes’ Instagram page and using the hashtag “#ClataketheWheel.” A digital marketing manager at Mercedes explained that these kinds of users, known as “social media influencers,” are “more approachable,” whereas celebrities are “just not relatable.”

These organic interactions between a company and potential consumers are known as “native advertising.” Native advertising is a form of advertising that mirrors the format in which it is displayed. Examples of this type of advertising can be found on the popular website BuzzFeed. HBO, for example, created a BuzzFeed article entitled “10 Feelings All NYC Girls Have at Least Once” to promote its popular show Girls. Although the page featured the same popular GIFs and commentary that BuzzFeed is known for, the post led with the tagline, “Let’s be real, ladies: We all share the same hardships. Make sure to tune in to the season 3 premiere of Girls at 10 p.m. Sunday, January 12 on HBO.”
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On Instagram, native advertising manifests as a photograph on an individual’s feed that looks similar to the surrounding photographs without a “Sponsored” tag. For example, former Olympic gymnast Shawn Johnson often shares photos of herself making and eating peanut-butter-and-jelly sandwiches to promote Smucker’s, a sponsor of the 2016 U.S. Olympic team.60 These new developments in social-media advertising have caused the FTC to step in as a regulator.61

B. The FTC’s Regulation of Endorsements and New Media

The FTC has made many attempts to regulate endorsements in new media, by first updating its Endorsement Guides and later creating a WPAA page to clarify the updates.

1. The Endorsement Guides. The FTC was established in 1914 through the Federal Trade Commission Act (Act).62 The agency is “empowered and directed to . . . prevent persons, partnerships, or corporations . . . from using unfair methods of competition in or affecting commerce and unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce.”63 The Act defines an unfair act or practice as one that “causes or is likely to cause substantial injury to consumers which is not reasonably avoidable by consumers themselves and not outweighed by countervailing benefits to consumers or to competition.”64

The FTC first promulgated the Endorsement Guides in 1975.65 Importantly, they define an endorsement as “any advertising message . . . that consumers are likely to believe reflects the opinions, beliefs,
findings, or experiences of a party other than the sponsoring advertiser, even if the views expressed by that party are identical to those of the sponsoring advertiser.” An endorser is defined as any individual, group, or institution whose “opinions, beliefs, findings, or experiences” the message seems to reflect.

The revised Endorsement Guides require celebrity endorsers to disclose any “material connections” they have with a company when posting about a product. A material connection exists when there is a relationship “between the endorser and the seller of the advertised product that might materially affect the weight or credibility of the endorsement.” The FTC explains that the audience has a right to know when a material connection exists. Though not exhaustive, some of the factors the FTC considers when determining whether there is a material connection include:

- whether the speaker is compensated by the advertiser or its agent;
- whether the product or service in question was provided for free by the advertiser;
- the terms of any agreement;
- the length of the relationship;
- the previous receipt of products or services from the same or similar advertisers, or the likelihood of future receipt of such products or services; and
- the value of the items or services received.

In promulgating the Endorsement Guides, the FTC expressed that disclosure by the endorser is particularly important for new media. Unlike in traditional media, endorsers using new media have the burden to disclose their connection with the advertiser because they are often the ones in control of disseminating the endorsement. Both the advertiser and the endorser may be held liable for a statement or omission in an advertisement using new media.

When determining if a material-connection disclosure is required, the question is “whether or not the nature of that medium is such that...”
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consumers are likely to recognize the statement as an advertisement.75 The Endorsement Guides do not say that all user-generated new-media posts are endorsements if they discuss a product or an experience with a product.76 Instead, when defining an endorsement in new media, the FTC asks “whether, viewed objectively, the relationship between the advertiser and the speaker is such that the speaker’s statement can be considered ‘sponsored’ by the advertiser and therefore an ‘advertising message.’”77 The FTC specifically examines the relationship between the speaker and the advertiser.78 If the speaker acts independently, then the statement is not an endorsement.79 But if the speaker acts on behalf of an agent or advertiser, then the statement is an endorsement.80

Example 8 of the Endorsement Guides clarifies what may count as a new-media endorsement.81 The example discusses a blogger who wrote positively about a brand of dog food on her blog.82 If the blogger bought the product herself and then posted about it, the post would not be an endorsement.83 If she received the dog food for free because of an online coupon, the post would also not be an endorsement.84 But if she received the product for free after joining a marketing program that provides her with various products to review, the post would be an endorsement.85

The FTC, in the initial proposed rule, explains that the Endorsement Guides “interpret laws administered by the Commission, and are thus advisory in nature.”86 To bring an action against a party that has violated the Endorsement Guides, the FTC must show that the party’s acts were deceptive, as required by section 5 of the Act.87
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If the FTC finds that a party has violated the material-connection disclosure requirement, the agency will initiate an investigation. The FTC will then draft a complaint and a proposed settlement agreement or consent order if it believes it has enough information to take legal action. Generally, the FTC seeks to settle with companies rather than go to court. But if the parties do not agree to settle, then the FTC can bring either an administrative action or a federal court action.

2. Further Clarification by the FTC. The FTC created a WPAA page in 2015, responding to a number of questions posed by “advertisers, ad agencies, bloggers, and others.” Many of the questions referred to the connection between the Endorsement Guides and social media, specifically sites like Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube. The document explicitly states that the Endorsement Guides apply to social media because “[t]rust in advertising is important in all media, whether they have been around for decades . . . or are relatively new.”

On this page, the FTC provides three points that are important for potential Instagram endorsers. First, in responding to whether a social-media post needs a positive message to be an endorsement, the FTC explains that posting a picture by itself can be an endorsement if the post is sponsored by the company marketing the product and it expresses that the poster “like[s] and approve[s] of the product.” Moreover, if the picture conveys that message and the poster has a have the burden of proving that a particular use of an endorsement or testimonial was deceptive.”
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relationship with the company that produces the product, then the FTC considers it an endorsement.97

The second point concerns how endorsers should disclose their material connection with the company providing the product. The Endorsement Guides express that the FTC’s main focus is ensuring that consumers are aware of the connections between endorsers and advertisers.98 The FTC explains that it is “obvious” that someone evaluating the endorsement would want to know about the connection.99 But the FTC does not require specific language for providing this disclosure. It is concerned with “effective communication,” regardless of its form.100 The FTC offers examples such as “Company X gave me this product to try,” or in the case of a Twitter post—which limits the number of characters a poster may use—the FTC suggests that a simple “#ad” will suffice.101 But the FTC explains that an endorser is not required to list everything he or she receives from the company. Rather, the disclosure must represent that the endorser has a material connection to the company.102

The final point discusses how frequently an endorser must disclose the material connection. Because of the high volume of new social-media content, the FTC suggests that celebrities disclose frequently enough that new followers will be informed of the material connection.103 The FTC “recommend[s] disclosure” in most instances when a celebrity shares information about a product he or she endorses, as the celebrity’s new followers may be unaware of the material connection.104

II. THE HISTORY OF COMMERCIAL SPEECH AND THE FIRST AMENDMENT

Core expressive speech and commercial speech are subject to different forms of protection under the First Amendment. One of the constitutional rationales for the First Amendment is to prevent
chilling” speech—that is, scaring people into not speaking because of fear of liability. 105 There is a constitutional interest in providing robust freedom of speech to allow a broad variety of viewpoints, known as the “marketplace of ideas.” 106 Any regulation that limits speech prevents the dissemination of ideas and concepts.

Part II.A discusses how the Court generally defines core expressive speech. Part II.B explains the government’s ability to regulate core expressive speech. Part II.C defines commercial speech, and Part II.D discusses the government’s ability to regulate it. Part II.E discusses when the government can require disclosures.

A. Defining Core Expressive Speech

The First Amendment prohibits Congress from making any law “abridging the freedom of speech.” 107 Most people think of speech as oral or written, but conduct can also be speech. 108 If conduct is “inherently expressive,” then it is speech. 109 Conduct that incorporates both speech and nonspeech elements allows for government regulation if the regulation furthers a “sufficiently important governmental interest.” 110 Photographs are also generally considered speech for First Amendment purposes, as are books and movies. 111

105. See Laird v. Tatum, 408 U.S. 1, 11 (1972) (“[C]onstitutional violations may arise from the deterrent, or ‘chilling,’ effect of governmental regulations that fall short of a direct prohibition against the exercise of First Amendment rights.”).

106. See Red Lion Broad. Co. v. FCC, 395 U.S. 367, 390 (1969) (“It is the purpose of the First Amendment to preserve an uninhibited marketplace of ideas in which truth will ultimately prevail, rather than to countenance monopolization of that market, whether it be by the Government itself or a private licensee.” (first citing Associated Press v. United States, 326 U.S. 1, 20, (1945); then citing N.Y. Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 270 (1964); and then citing Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting))).

107. U.S. CONST. amend. I.

108. See Rumsfeld v. Forum for Acad. & Institutional Rights, 547 U.S. 47, 65–66 (2006) (“[W]e rejected the view that ‘conduct can be labeled “speech” whenever the person engaging in the conduct intends thereby to express an idea,’ [rather] we have extended First Amendment protection only to conduct that is inherently expressive.”).

109. Id. Inherently expressive conduct is that which portrays a message without requiring additional speech to explain the message. Id. at 66.


111. See Kaplan v. California, 413 U.S. 115, 119 (1973) (“The Court has applied similarly conceived First Amendment standards to moving pictures, to photographs, and to words in books.”).
B. Regulating Core Expressive Speech

If the government attempts to regulate the content of core expressive speech, strict scrutiny applies. The only free-speech limits on photographs from a regulatory context apply when they fall into the category of obscenity, which is exempted from the First Amendment. The same scrutiny applies when the government compels speech. Because the Supreme Court has established that speech should be "uninhibited, robust, and wide-open," strict scrutiny is quite difficult for the government to overcome. Regulations of core expressive speech, therefore, tend to fail under this scrutiny.

When determining if a regulation concerning speech can withstand strict scrutiny, the first step is to determine if the government's interest is compelling. Although the Court has never explicitly defined what makes an interest compelling, it has found compelling interests in some free-speech cases, including combatting terrorism and ensuring that people who have historically been subject to discrimination can live wherever they wish.

Even if the government has a compelling interest, the regulation must be narrowly tailored to that interest. The regulation must also not be overbroad: it cannot restrict more speech than necessary to advance the interest. In other words, the regulation must be the least restrictive alternative, meaning there are no other means that will serve
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113. See Roth v. United States, 354 U.S. 476, 485 (1957) ("[O]bscenity is not within the area of constitutionally protected speech or press.").
114. See United States v. United Foods, 533 U.S. 405, 410–11 (2001) (explaining that the First Amendment "may prevent the government from compelling individuals to express certain views" and that such regulations are subject to strict scrutiny).
116. See Reed v. Town of Gilbert, 135 S. Ct. 2218, 2234 (2015) (Breyer, J., concurring) (explaining that strict scrutiny "call[s] into play a strong presumption against constitutionality").
117. See Carey v. Brown, 447 U.S. 455, 461–62 ("When government regulation discriminates among speech-related activities in a public forum, the Equal Protection Clause mandates that the legislation be finely tailored to serve substantial state interests, and the justifications offered for any distinctions it draws must be carefully scrutinized.").
120. See First Nat’l Bank v. Bellotti, 435 U.S. 765, 794 (1978) (holding that a statute forbidding certain bank and corporate expenditures that influenced certain referendum proposals violated the First Amendment because it was overinclusive by prohibiting shareholder-authorized proposals).
the interest the same way while restricting less speech.\textsuperscript{121} Additionally, the regulation must not be underinclusive.\textsuperscript{122} It must cover all speech implicated by the interest.\textsuperscript{123}

C. Defining Commercial Speech

The Supreme Court has found that commercial speech warrants less protection than other types of speech.\textsuperscript{124} But determining what constitutes commercial speech is difficult.\textsuperscript{125} The Court defined commercial speech in \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy v. Virginia Citizens Consumer Council}.\textsuperscript{126} In that case, a Virginia law prevented pharmacists from advertising or promoting the price of pharmaceutical drugs.\textsuperscript{127} Advertisers contended that the law violated the First Amendment’s free-speech clause.\textsuperscript{128} The Court first determined if the speech solely proposed a commercial transaction, being “so removed from any exposition of ideas” and “from truth, science, morality, and arts in general . . . that it lacks all protection.”\textsuperscript{129} It ultimately struck down the law and held that paid advertisements and speech that solely proposed commercial transactions retained some First Amendment protection.\textsuperscript{130} The Court explained that there was less concern about chilling speech in the commercial context because for-profit companies would continue to produce commercial speech to help their businesses.\textsuperscript{131} But the Court did not indicate that the government needed to choose what kind of commercial speech was appropriate for

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{121} See Ashcroft v. ACLU, 542 U.S. 656, 666 (2004) (holding that the Child Online Protection Act was invalid under the First Amendment because there were “plausible, less restrictive alternatives to the statute”).
\textsuperscript{122} See Carey, 447 U.S. at 471 (finding that a regulation was invalid because it only banned labor picketing, instead of all picketing, that inhibited residential privacy).
\textsuperscript{123} Id.
\textsuperscript{124} See Ohralik v. Ohio State Bar Ass’n, 436 U.S. 447, 456 (1978) (“[W]e . . . have afforded commercial speech a limited measure of protection, commensurate with its subordinate position in the scale of First Amendment values, while allowing modes of regulation that might be impermissible in the realm of noncommercial expression.”).
\textsuperscript{127} Id. at 752.
\textsuperscript{128} Id. at 754.
\textsuperscript{129} Id. at 762 (citations omitted).
\textsuperscript{130} Id. at 761–62.
\textsuperscript{131} Id. at 772 n.24.}
consumers. Instead, it focused on consumers’ ability to decipher a variety of commercial information and favored more speech over less.

Seven years later, in *Bolger v. Youngs Drug Products Corp.*, the Court provided a clearer definition of commercial speech. The challenged statute prohibited mailing unsolicited advertisements for contraceptives. In considering a set of pamphlets, the Court provided three characteristics that define commercial speech. It said that the pamphlets: (1) were conceded to be advertisements, (2) referenced a specific product, and (3) had an economic motive. Although the Court noted that no factor singularly defined the pamphlets as commercial speech, the three together provided strong support for the conclusion that the pamphlets were commercial speech subject to less First Amendment protection.

*Virginia State Board of Pharmacy* and *Bolger* together provide a definition of commercial speech that includes: (1) speech that does nothing more than propose a commercial transaction and (2) speech that the speaker concedes to be an advertisement, references a specific product, and is disseminated for an economic motivation. The Court has largely left the question of what constitutes commercial speech alone since *Bolger*.

The Court’s definition of commercial speech is admittedly narrow. Although the Court has not answered whether the commercial-speech doctrine applies to social media, at least one lower court has. In *Bihari v. Gross*, the court, analyzing a trademark claim, concluded that a website that steered potential consumers to a

132. *Id.* at 769–70.
133. *Id.* at 770.
135. *Id.* at 66–68.
136. *Id.* at 61.
137. *Id.* at 66–67.
138. *Id.* at 67.
139. *Id.* at 68.
140. *But see* Nike, Inc. v. Kasky, 539 U.S. 654, 667 (2003) (Breyer, J., dissenting from denial of cert.) (suggesting that commercial speech that is blended with issues of public importance may warrant different First Amendment protections than when applied to commercial speech by itself).
141. See Bernstein & Lee, * supra* note 125, at 41 (“Current commercial speech doctrine takes a relatively limited view as to what constitutes a commercial transaction.”).
different competitor’s site constituted commercial speech. Specifically, the court explained that, although solely using one’s name on the internet is not per se commercial use, posting hyperlinks to other websites that promote commercial services makes those links commercial speech as they are “conduit[s]” for potential consumers.

D. Regulating Commercial Speech: The Central Hudson Test

The Supreme Court provided the test for determining whether commercial-speech regulations violate the First Amendment in Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corp. v. Public Service Commission of New York. There, the New York Public Service Commission ordered New York electric utilities companies to stop producing advertising that promoted the use of electricity. The initial rationale for this regulation was to prevent overuse of fuel sources during a shortage. However, the regulation stayed in place after the shortage was over. The regulation divided advertising into promotional, informational, and institutional categories. Promotional advertising induced people to buy utility services. Institutional and informational advertising did not promote sales. To try to conserve energy, the government specifically banned promotional advertising.

To determine whether the regulation violated the First Amendment, the Court asked whether the commercial speech relates to unlawful or misleading activity. If the speech is not unlawful or misleading, the government has less regulatory power and the regulation is subject to a three-factor test. The regulation is only valid if: (1) there is a substantial government interest, (2) the regulation directly advances that interest, and (3) the regulation does not govern more speech than necessary.
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The Court expressed the importance of balancing the interest in protecting consumers from false information with accepting “incomplete” information in advertising because “the First Amendment presumes that some accurate information is better than no information at all.”\textsuperscript{156} Any regulation-suppressing information, even advertising, reduces information that consumers can use to make decisions, which “defeats the purpose of the First Amendment.”\textsuperscript{157}

The Court emphasized the high burden of proof that befalls regulators attempting to regulate this speech.\textsuperscript{158} Regulators cannot guess how commercial speech might harm a consumer.\textsuperscript{159} Instead, the regulator “must demonstrate that the harms it recites are real and that its restriction will in fact alleviate them to a material degree.”\textsuperscript{160} No case explains the standard for determining these harms. Although a regulator may not need an excessive amount of background information to show these harms, the Court requires at least “studies and anecdotes” delineating the harms.\textsuperscript{161}

\textbf{E. Commercial Speech and Compelled Disclosures}

The Supreme Court has also discussed the government’s ability to require commercial disclosures. In \textit{Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel},\textsuperscript{162} Ohio required attorneys to disclose information about their fee arrangements. The Court determined that the regulation was constitutional, holding that “an advertiser’s rights are adequately protected as long as disclosure requirements are reasonably related to the State’s interest in preventing deception of consumers.”\textsuperscript{163} However, the Court cautioned that disclosure requirements that were

\begin{footnotes}
\begin{enumerate}
\item Id. at 561–62.
\item Id. at 567.
\item See \textit{Zauderer v. Office of Disciplinary Counsel} of Supreme Court, 471 U.S. 626, 646 (1985) (“Our recent decisions involving commercial speech have been grounded in the faith that the free flow of commercial information is valuable enough to justify imposing on would-be regulators the costs of distinguishing the truthful from the false, the helpful from the misleading, and the harmless from the harmful.”).
\item See Adam Thierer, \textit{Advertising, Commercial Speech, and First Amendment Parity}, 5 CHARLESTON L. REV. 503, 512 (2011) (”[R]estrictions on commercial speech must be grounded in a substantive, empirical showing of harm, not merely conjectural harms such as claims of ‘annoyance’ or ‘unease.’").
\item \textit{Zauderer}, 471 U.S. at 657.
\item Id. at 651.
\end{enumerate}
\end{footnotes}
“unjustified or unduly burdensome” would potentially violate the First Amendment if they chilled core expressive speech.\footnote{164.}{1390}

Later, in Riley v. National Federation of the Blind,\footnote{165.}{1390} the Court examined whether commercial speech had limited protections if it was presented within noncommercial speech.\footnote{166.}{1390} Although the Court did not answer whether the speech was commercial, it explained that speech does not “retain[] its commercial character when it is inextricably intertwined with [core expressive] speech.”\footnote{167.}{1390} Instead, the amount of scrutiny applied to intertwined speech depends on “the nature of the speech taken as a whole and the effect of the compelled statement thereon.”\footnote{168.}{1390} The challenged regulation warranted strict scrutiny because attempting to parcel out commercial and noncommercial speech “would be both artificial and impractical.”\footnote{169.}{1390}

III. THE FTC’S EFFORTS TO REGULATE INSTAGRAM ADVERTISING

As the advertising landscape changes, commercial speech becomes harder to define. The initial definition of commercial speech—speech that does no more than “propose a commercial transaction”—is unclear when applied to social media.\footnote{170.}{1390} Social media is a realm in which the lines between advertisement and entertainment blur. The FTC has recognized this change and has attempted to respond to it, explaining that consumer-generated media has changed the way that advertising messages are disseminated.\footnote{171.}{1390} That change is the agency’s rationale for strengthening its material-connection disclosure requirements.\footnote{172.}{1390} But due to the blurring between commercial and noncommercial speech, FTC regulations aimed at endorsers may regulate both types of speech, meaning the regulations potentially violate the First Amendment.

The FTC’s requirement that endorsers indicate their postings are advertisements is a speech compulsion.\textsuperscript{173} If the Instagram posts are commercial speech, then the agency’s material-disclosure regulation is subject to the \textit{Central Hudson} test.\textsuperscript{174} If they are not commercial, however, they are subject to strict scrutiny, which is much harder to overcome.\textsuperscript{175} Recall that commercial speech, as defined in \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy}, is speech that proposes a commercial transaction.\textsuperscript{176} Additionally, under \textit{Bolger} commercial speech exists if the speaker concedes it is an advertisement, the speech references a specific product, and the speech is economically motivated.\textsuperscript{177}

Although chilling speech may not be as problematic in the traditional advertising context, social-media advertising mixes commercial and core expressive speech. Unlike in \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy}, the commercial entity does not distribute the commercial speech itself; rather, it speaks through a person whose social-media presence is not limited to commercial activity. Posters disseminate these messages on their own, which makes distinguishing endorsements from nonendorsements all the more important in the First Amendment context. As written, the FTC’s regulation has the potential to limit not only the speech of the commercial speaker but also the private individual’s core expressive speech.

The FTC’s current material-disclosure regulations on Instagram highlight this concern. To combat this potential issue, the FTC should more readily define what it is regulating on Instagram to prevent the chilling effect that the Endorsement Guides may have on noncommercial speech.

Part III.A provides an overview of a recent case involving Instagram endorsements and whether the Instagram posts in question are commercial speech. Part III.B discusses additional examples provided by the Endorsement Guides and how the commercial-speech test applies in these contexts. Part III.C suggests that the material-connection disclosure requirement can chill core expressive speech.

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{173} See \textit{Wooley v. Maynard}, 430 U.S. 705, 714 (1977) ("[T]he right of freedom of thought protected by the First Amendment against state action includes both the right to speak freely and the right to refrain from speaking at all." (emphasis added)).

\textsuperscript{174} For further discussion, see supra Part II.D.

\textsuperscript{175} For further discussion, see supra Part II.C.


\end{flushright}
Finally, Section D discusses whether or not the FTC’s requirements would pass strict scrutiny if the regulation were challenged.

A. Follow the FTC on Instagram: The Lord & Taylor Case

The FTC has already applied the Endorsement Guides to fashion retailer Lord & Taylor’s recent marketing efforts on Instagram, a regulatory move that indicates the FTC assumed that the company’s Instagram posts were commercial.

In March of 2015, Lord & Taylor launched a new women’s fashion collection entitled “Design Lab.” To help promote the collection, the store sent a dress, known as the “Paisley Asymmetrical Dress,” to fifty Instagram users. These users were known fashion bloggers and social-media influencers who shared daily pictures of their outfits and fashion inspiration on their Instagram feeds. The users were paid to post a photograph of them wearing the dress, styling it in whatever way they chose. They were also expected to tag the “@lordandtaylor” Instagram handle and use the hashtag “#DesignLab” in the caption of the photo. The campaign was successful, reaching 11.4 million Instagram users and resulting in 328,000 visits to the brand’s page. The dress sold out within days. The FTC undermined that success by bringing an action against Lord & Taylor for, among other things, misrepresentations about the Instagram postings.

The complaint alleged that Lord & Taylor “represented, directly or indirectly, expressly or by implication, that the 50 Instagram images and captions reflected the independent statements of impartial fashion influencers.” The FTC claimed not only that Lord & Taylor sent the dress to and compensated the posters but also that the store
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preapproved the posts, ensuring that both the hashtag and Lord & Taylor’s Instagram handle were appropriate. Additionally, Lord & Taylor made some “stylistic edits” to the users’ proposed captions. According to the FTC, the problem with this marketing technique was that none of the posts included disclosures of the material connection between Lord & Taylor and the posters. There was no mention that the users received the dress for free, that Lord & Taylor paid the posters to post the pictures, or that the posts were part of an advertising campaign. Therefore, the FTC charged Lord & Taylor with committing a deceptive practice by not sharing facts that would be material to consumers deciding to purchase the dress, in violation of § 5(a) of the FTC Act.

Lord & Taylor ultimately settled the case with the FTC in March 2016. In addition to disclosing material connections and ceasing to misrepresent paid sponsors as independent consumers, the company must also participate in a monitoring program that allows the FTC to review any promotional materials or advertisements that use endorsements to ensure they are in accordance with legal requirements. It does not appear that any action was brought against any individual who participated in the campaign.

It is questionable whether the Instagram postings made by the fashion bloggers constitute commercial speech. The photographs had the dress—styled as the poster desired—in a location chosen by the poster. These photographs alone, without the accompanying description, could express a variety of things, from enjoying a sunny day to highlighting the shoes the poster was wearing. In the descriptions of the photographs, only one actually referenced a price

187. Id. at 2.
188. Id.
189. Id. at 3.
190. Id. at 2.
191. Id. at 3.
192. See id. The complaint specifically alleges that Lord & Taylor participated in “unfair or deceptive acts or practices in or affecting commerce in violation of Section 5(a) of the FTC Act.” Id.
or how to “get the look” pictured.\textsuperscript{195} The others expressed that the posters liked the dress and that it was a part of the Design Lab collection. Additionally, they tagged the Lord & Taylor Instagram account.\textsuperscript{196}

Applying \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy}'s commercial-speech definition, it is hard to say that these photographs and descriptions propose a commercial transaction. The basic premise of Instagram is to allow posters to share photographs and descriptions.\textsuperscript{197} If solely providing photographs of products with a description of that product were enough to make them commercial speech, then many of the photographs on Instagram could be commercial. For example, someone posting a picture and description of a fancy dinner at a restaurant is not, by itself, commercial speech. In \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy}, the banned materials discussed the items and their prices.\textsuperscript{198} Although explicit discussion of prices may not be necessary to promote a commercial transaction,\textsuperscript{199} an Instagram user posting a photograph of an item and tagging the profile of the store where it can be purchased similarly does not necessarily suggest a commercial transaction. Traditional advertisements can consist of only a picture of the product without any discussion of the price. But Instagram users post pictures, like the ones the FTC addressed in the Lord & Taylor case, every day, regardless of whether they have a commercial agreement. Therefore, on Instagram, merely posting a picture of someone wearing a product is not necessarily enough to propose a commercial transaction.

A viewer who clicks the photo’s tag of the Lord & Taylor Instagram is not able to purchase anything.\textsuperscript{200} Rather, she is sent to another feed with other pictures of items available at the store.\textsuperscript{201} Some, but not all, of the pictures have descriptions indicating that the photographed item can be purchased by clicking another link in the

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{196} \textit{Id.}
\item \textsuperscript{197} For further discussion of how Instagram works, see \textit{supra} Part I.A.
\item \textsuperscript{199} Indeed, in \textit{Virginia State Board of Pharmacy} the Court held that speech communicating “prescription drug price information” was protected by the First Amendment. \textit{Id.} at 770.
\item \textsuperscript{200} \textit{Lord & Taylor} (@lordandtaylor), \url{INSTAGRAM}, \url{https://www.instagram.com/lordandtaylor} [\url{https://perma.cc/U2LJ-KFQU}].
\item \textsuperscript{201} \textit{Id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
biography section of the Lord & Taylor Instagram account. That link sends the viewer to yet another page where she must first identify the picture of the item that she wants to purchase, then click on the item in that photograph to be sent to the Lord & Taylor website, where she can ultimately order the item. This tangential connection requires multiple steps to finally reach a proposed transaction; such a connection should not allow regulators to regulate each step of the connection as commercial speech.

It is true that the dress subsequently sold out after the posts were disseminated, but neither case that defines commercial speech requires analyzing the effects of the speech. Instead, the focus is on what the posts themselves propose. Solely looking at a photograph of a dress and knowing who manufactured the dress does not itself propose buying the dress, especially in the context of Instagram, in which these posts occur often.

In *Bihari*, the district court suggested that the links automatically make the posts commercial, but the question of how far that connection should extend remains. Linking to a profile where someone can buy something may be a commercial connection, but linking to a profile that includes photographs of puppies, a woman taking a bath, and a New York skyline—among images of products you can purchase by visiting an additional website—calls into question the commerciality of the profile as a whole.

*Riley* also held that regulating commercial speech intertwined with noncommercial speech would subject the regulation to strict scrutiny. In regulating Instagram, as seen by these posts, it may be difficult to extricate the commercial aspects from the noncommercial aspects of the photographs and comments. It is unclear what makes these photographs commercial: whether it is the tag of the Lord & Taylor profile, the hashtags in the comment, or the presence of the dress in the photograph. Individually, each component could be considered

---


205. *See Lord & Taylor,* supra note 200 (displaying photos of puppies, bathtubs, and skylines amongst other, more clothing-focused posts).

noncommercial, but together, they may propose a commercial transaction.

Importantly, Lord & Taylor had a large hand in what the posters’ commentary contained, making sure to check that the comments were adequate. This heavy-handedness may make the speech seem more commercial, and it weighs in favor of the Bolger consideration of producing the work based on an economic motivation.\(^{207}\) Considering those factors together, as Bolger did, these posts could be commercial speech subject to fewer First Amendment protections.

### B. The Endorsement Guides’ Example

An additional analysis relates Instagram endorsements to traditional ones. The Endorsement Guides provide a prime example; they discuss a tennis player who appears on a talk show to talk about a recent surgery.\(^{208}\) If her contract with the surgical practice requires her to speak publicly, then the FTC says she is required to disclose any material connection she has with the company.\(^{209}\) The example later mentions, however, that if she was contractually obligated to wear clothing provided by an athletic-wear company for public appearances and did so during that interview, she would not be required to mention having a material connection with that company.\(^{210}\) In the second instance, she is not making any representation about the clothes.\(^{211}\)

Considering the tennis-player example as it applies to the athletic-wear company, wearing the clothes on a television program without referencing the company in the interview is probably not commercial speech. It would be hard to determine that wearing clothes on television in that context would be speech at all because it is not inherently expressive, as is required by Rumsfeld v. Forum for Academic and Institutional Rights, Inc.\(^{212}\) But—as indicated by the WPAA page—if the tennis player were to take a screenshot of the interview, post it on her Instagram account, and tag the athletic-wear company’s account in the photo, she would have to disclose her material connection to the company because her followers could see it

\(^{208}\) 16 C.F.R. § 255.5 ex. 3 (2016).
\(^{209}\) Id.
\(^{210}\) Id.
\(^{211}\) Id.
\(^{212}\) See Rumsfeld v. Forum for Acad. & Institutional Rights, Inc., 547 U.S. 47, 66 (2006) ("[W]e have extended First Amendment protection only to conduct that is inherently expressive.").
as an endorsement. The comment and photograph placed the post into the category of speech, but the tagging of the athletic-wear company should not automatically change core expressive speech into commercial speech.

The FTC overextends the commercial-speech doctrine by allowing a simple tag to transform core expressive speech into commercial speech. Tagging a photograph does not actively provide a manner through which a consumer can buy a product. Rather, it solely references the manufacturer of a product, which is not commercial speech by itself. Otherwise, particularly when it comes to celebrities, a wide variety of speech would be swept into the definition. For example, celebrities often discuss their dress designers on the red carpet. Based on the FTC's rationale as it applies to tagging photographs, such an interview would be considered commercial speech if an actress received the dress for free and she was paid to mention it. Although the red carpet provides an opportunity for a designer to get his or her product recognized, that does not automatically make wearing and talking about the dress speech that proposes a commercial transaction.

The FTC does not attempt to regulate all photographs of people wearing clothing bearing recognizable logos. However, following the FTC's logic that posters only need to portray a positive message about a product to be an endorsement, a high-profile athlete dressed in an athletic-wear brand could cause a viewer to connect the brand to the athlete's success. An athlete endorses a product—identifiable by an insignia—when he wears it, which is why companies pay a lot to sponsor athletes.213 Yet it is absurd to expect an athlete to make a disclaimer that he was paid to wear his sponsor-provided shoes whenever he stepped onto a football field. Such a requirement would change the way games are broadcasted. In the same way, as it relates to Instagram, it would make little sense to require celebrities or paid influencers to label each photograph that contains a product with a material-connection disclosure when most of the posts are expressions of their everyday lives.

Adding a hashtag or tagging a company in the photograph is the same thing as having a celebrity wear clothing with an identifiable logo. Just as a spectator recognizes the Nike logo on Marcus Stroman's jersey while watching a game, an Instagram viewer recognizes a

hashtag or profile tag in a photograph. The mere presence of a brand-
identifying feature should not be enough to require a disclosure, like
how the FTC does not require athletes to disclose that they are paid to
wear clothing provided by sponsors when they play in a televised sport.

C. The FTC’s Material-Disclosure Requirements Can Chill Speech

Because it is difficult to determine whether an Instagram picture
is commercial speech, the FTC’s material-disclosure requirement can
chill speech. Marcus Stroman’s Instagram is an apt example.

Naturally, the brands Stroman associates with are reflected on his
Instagram account.214 The account includes photographs of Stroman
playing baseball, attending concerts, and spending time with family.215
Still, almost every photograph he posts tags at least one sponsor.216
Some photos may be paid for by sponsors, and some may not. Similar
to the Lord & Taylor case, Stroman likely has not paid for this clothing
or gear, but almost none of the posts have captions discussing the
clothing.217 If the agency considers the photos to be Stroman acting on
behalf of his sponsors as part of an overall marketing campaign, then—
based on the FTC’s definition of an endorsement—these posts would
be endorsements subject to regulation.218 But the FTC has also said that
if the audience thinks Stroman is portraying a positive message in his
post about a product, then that would be an endorsement.219

Applying the regulation based on audience interpretation would
make the regulation overbroad. The commercial-speech test does not
include audience response as a factor in determining if speech is
commercial. An audience may interpret a post to be an endorsement
even if it is not commercial speech under the Supreme Court’s test.
Requiring an endorser to provide a disclosure whenever the audience
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218. See Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising, 74
“fundamental question” on endorsement as whether the speaker is “acting on behalf of the
advertiser or its agent, such that the speaker's statement is an ‘endorsement’ that is part of an
overall marketing campaign”).
219. See Fed. Trade Comm’n, supra note 19, at 7 (“Simply posting a picture of a product in
social media . . . could convey that you like and approve of the product. If it does, it’s an
endorsement.”).
might think the post is an endorsement means that the regulation will potentially cover noncommercial speech.

Bolger required the combination of all three characteristics to determine if the pamphlets constituted commercial speech; having one characteristic was not enough. Maybe if Stroman has a contract requiring him to post photographs of products that his sponsors review, then that would constitute commercial speech. If there is not a contract, simply tagging the photographs with company profiles and having sponsorship connections with the brands represented should not be enough to constitute commercial speech. Based on the logic of the FTC’s guidance, however, the FTC could prosecute Stroman and his sponsors for each post if Stroman does not disclose his material connection to the brands. This threat of liability could prevent Stroman from posting anything that the FTC could perceive to be an endorsement without a material-connection disclosure.

The FTC recognizes that using a standard based on how consumers perceive the relationship between an endorser and a producer can be “tricky,” so it recommends that endorsers err on the safe side of the regulation and disclose the connection whenever they speak about a product. Yet there are times when an endorser may speak about a product in a way that might not warrant disclosure. In response, people may choose not to post at all for fear of regulation. The Court addressed this concern in Zauderer, holding that disclosure requirements were acceptable if they were “reasonably related to the State’s interest in preventing deception of consumers.” But the Court explained that “unjustified” disclosure requirements could potentially violate the First Amendment if they chill protected commercial speech. Encouraging disclosure just in case there might be a material connection is not reasonable, and likely will chill core expressive speech for fear of regulation.

221. FED. TRADE COMM’N, supra note 19, at 7.
223. Id. at 651.
224. Id. For a discussion of the Court’s concerns with regulations chilling speech, see supra notes 163–64 and accompanying text.
D. Do the FTC’s Regulations Pass Strict Scrutiny?

The FTC says that its material-disclosure requirement is designed to protect consumers.225 In the realm of new media, the FTC is concerned with ensuring that consumers can recognize when postings are sponsored speech.226 Although this is a valid interest, it is not clear that such an interest will be compelling, especially compared to other interests that the Court has historically found compelling.227 Even if the interest is compelling, the FTC’s definition of speech from an audience viewpoint is overinclusive because it potentially includes speech that is not commercial under Supreme Court precedent. Additionally, the Court has disfavored paternalistic attempts to protect consumers from the possibility of receiving misleading information and has favored allowing more commercial speech.228 This concern is appropriate as one considers the FTC’s attempts to explain why and how photographs should be regulated.

The FTC’s main concern in ensuring that audiences can recognize endorsements on social media is similar to the issue the Court addressed in Virginia State Board of Pharmacy.229 There it rejected the state’s argument that consumers would be allured by the more expensive advertising and duped into making inappropriate choices in selecting pharmaceutical drugs.230 The Court believed that consumers could make their own choices without the state protecting them.231

In the Instagram context, potential consumers can decide whether to purchase a product based on a photograph shared by a poster. They do not have to click on the myriad links required to purchase the

225. About the FTC, FED. TRADE COMM’N, https://www.ftc.gov/about-ftc [https://perma.cc/PHR5-GF52] (“[Our mission is to] prevent business practices that are anticompetitive or deceptive or unfair to consumers; to enhance informed consumer choice and public understanding of the competitive process; and to accomplish this without unduly burdening legitimate business activity.”).

226. Guides Concerning the Use of Endorsements and Testimonials in Advertising, 74 Fed. Reg. 53,124, 53,134 (Oct. 15, 2009) (to be codified at 16 C.F.R. pt. 255); FED. TRADE COMM’N, supra note 19, at 7 (“If your audience thinks that what you say or otherwise communicate about a product reflects your opinions or beliefs about the product, and you have a relationship with the company marketing the product, it’s an endorsement subject to the FTC Act.”).

227. For a discussion of the interests the Court has considered compelling, see supra note 118 and accompanying text.
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product. Granted, no one who views an advertisement must purchase the item. However, the FTC’s unclear definition of an endorsement may prevent Instagram users from speaking even core expressive speech.

IV. THE FTC SHOULD CLARIFY ITS DEFINITION OF ENDORSEMENT BY FOCUSING ON SPEAKER INTENT

The FTC provides a definition of endorsement that is overbroad and may chill speech. Instead of focusing on what a consumer might perceive to be an endorsement, the FTC should examine the poster’s intent to determine what constitutes an Instagram endorsement. There are some instances when the intent is clear. An Instagram poster who encourages viewers to purchase a product subject to a contract requiring her to do so would constitute an endorsement. This post would fall into the category of commercial speech because it proposes a commercial transaction and would likely be conceded to be an advertisement. However, merely tagging a company in a photograph of a product that a poster is wearing does not necessarily show the same intent if the poster does not tell viewers how to buy the product. Additionally, making a positive statement about a product, even if a company pays a user to do so, does not necessarily propose a commercial transaction.

Focusing on the poster’s intent rather than the speech’s content allows the FTC to avoid First Amendment concerns about regulating noncommercial speech. Although it has become more commercialized, posting on social-media sites is still inherently personal. Users—specifically, potential endorsers—frequently post on Instagram. An intent requirement will ensure that posters know which posts are subject to FTC regulation and should include a disclosure.

232. See Brown, supra note 42 (providing examples of celebrity endorsements on Instagram and how much the celebrities are paid).

233. See Rebecca Tushnet, Attention Must Be Paid: Commercial Speech, User-Generated Ads, and the Challenge of Regulation, 58 BUFF. L. REV. 721, 754–55 (2010) (arguing that “a disclosure requirement focused on the potential for deception and distortion of consumer decisions based on the economic relationship between the underlying advertiser and the speaker is consistent with the justification for commercial speech doctrine”).

Instituting an intent requirement to determine if speech is an endorsement would also ensure that the FTC regulates potentially harmful speech without sweeping in other speech that a speaker has the right to post without regulation. With an intent requirement, the FTC will only require disclosure for speech that is actually commercial, rather than potentially enveloping core expressive speech. Commercial speech is speech that proposes a commercial transaction.\textsuperscript{235} Looking to the intent of the speaker in the regulation clarifies whether the speech proposes a commercial transaction, preventing the FTC from potentially determining that speech is commercial when it is not.

Additionally, \textit{Bolger} held that a concession that the speech is an advertisement is a factor in determining if speech is commercial.\textsuperscript{236} If the speaker’s intent is to post something to advertise a product, then the requirement is fulfilled. Furthermore, if the FTC examined a contract to determine that intent, that contract would likely provide evidence of economic motivation and refer to a specific product, which are the considerations \textit{Bolger} says a court should consider.\textsuperscript{237} Focusing on intent allows speakers to recognize whether their speech requires a disclosure. This approach thus alleviates the concern that an Instagram poster will not post for fear of unexpected regulation.

Intent can be viewed objectively or subjectively. This Note proposes a subjective intent requirement that is determined case by case. Such a requirement provides posters with notice about which posts are subject to FTC regulation. In determining the intent of the speakers, the FTC can examine many of the characteristics that it did in the Lord & Taylor case. First, it can examine any contractual obligations the poster may have to the company in making any posts. The FTC should only regulate posts created as a result of these agreements. The FTC can also look to the commentary provided by the poster in relation to the photograph. Posts that indicate that the audience should purchase the photographed item or how to purchase the item would be commercial speech. The FTC already said that it looks to the factual circumstances of each case before making a ruling, so this analysis should not provide any additional work for the agency.\textsuperscript{238}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{235} \textit{Va. State Bd. of Pharmacy}, 425 U.S. at 762.
\item \textsuperscript{236} \textit{Bolger v. Youngs Drug Prods. Corp.}, 463 U.S. 60, 66–67 (1983).
\item \textsuperscript{237} \textit{Id}.
It is possible that subjective intent allows posters to claim that they never intended to post anything as an advertisement. But objective indicators—like a contract that requires a certain number of Instagram posts or that requires posters to provide a link for purchase—can evince subjective intent.

An objective intent requirement could provide the same concerns that arise with the FTC’s current interpretation of endorsements: it prevents the poster from having notice of what can be regulated. If a poster is subject to regulation whenever the FTC can objectively determine the speaker’s intent was to endorse a product, those standards are not likely to be clear enough to assure the poster of when she will be subject to regulation. An objective intent requirement may work, but only if it has criteria that specifically applies the commercial-speech doctrine to ensure that it was not overbroad.

Applying the subjective intent standard to the Lord & Taylor case, the Instagram post—in which the user provided the viewers with a link to a website that told viewers how to acquire the dress—showed the poster’s intent to propose a commercial transaction. If the FTC were to attempt to hold her or Lord & Taylor liable for not providing a material disclosure, the charges would comport to the commercial-speech doctrine and the intent of the speaker would be clear. But for the posts that did not contain commercial speech, the FTC should look to the intent of the posters and Lord & Taylor, elucidated by evidence like whether there was a contract or agreement that required the posters to encourage consumers to purchase the dress.

The speaker’s intent answers the question of whether the speech proposes a commercial transaction, while also indicating whether the speaker concedes that the speech is an advertisement. Additionally, any contract could result in the poster being paid for the post, indicating that the post was made for an economic reason. Focusing on speaker intent also limits the potential for chilling speech because an Instagram poster will know whether she posts an image in response to an agreement to promote a product for sale or as a part of her daily activities.

explain that the circumstances that would determine whether or not a statement is an endorsement include but are not limited to whether the speaker is compensated by the advertiser or its agent; whether the product or service in question was provided for free by the advertiser; the terms of any agreement; the length of the relationship; the previous receipt of products or services from the same or similar advertisers, or the likelihood of future receipt of such products or services; and the value of the items or services received.
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life. Finally, a subjective intent requirement also eliminates the confusing and impractical expectation that a poster must decipher all possible responses that an audience may have to the post.

Instagram posts that share a product without promoting its purchase look more like a product placement than an advertisement. In its WPAA page, the FTC states that product placements do not require a disclosure that they were paid for by an advertiser. The page defines product placements as “merely showing products or brands in third-party entertainment or news content.”

The FTC’s definition of product placement is similar to the context in which the Lord & Taylor dress and many of the posts on Stroman’s Instagram page were shared. These photographs explicitly showed the product in the context of third-party entertainment, by viewing an image on an Instagram feed. In situations when the poster shares a photograph of an item, but the poster does not intend to propose a commercial transaction, the FTC should view the photograph as a product placement and not require a disclosure that there is a material relationship.

There will always be potential difficulties in determining intent. However, the interest in protecting the freedom of speech should outweigh these challenges. Some situations indicate a speaker’s intent to promote a commercial transaction. When it is not clear that a speaker intended to promote a transaction, she should not be held liable.

Ultimately, by shifting the focus from the audience’s perception to the speaker’s intent, the FTC will ensure that its regulations actively apply to commercial speech while continuing to ensure consumer safety. Courts have emphasized the importance of protecting regulators from chilling speech. By allowing speakers to recognize that their intent—rather than the response of an unknown audience—determines the nature of the speech, Instagram posters will be free to share speech without concern of potential FTC regulation.

CONCLUSION

Advertising has changed drastically since the FTC’s establishment over a century ago. Though social media has changed the advertising

239. See Fed. Trade Comm’n, supra note 19, at 8 (“FTC staff has expressed the opinion that under the FTC Act, product placement . . . doesn’t require a disclosure that the placement was paid-for by the advertiser.”).
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landscape, it has also complicated the FTC’s ability to regulate endorsements. The FTC has crossed the line from regulating commercial speech to regulating noncommercial speech. Instead of focusing on whether the speech itself promotes a commercial transaction, the FTC has focused on the audience’s response to a photograph, which has led to a potential chilling of speech amongst celebrities and social influencers.

To prevent this chilling of speech, the FTC should shift its focus from the audience’s perception to the speaker’s intent. Such a shift will allow the agency to regulate speech that proposes a commercial transaction, rather than sweeping in noncommercial speech as well. Emphasizing the speaker’s intent also provides a bright line for Instagram users who may have concerns about whether their speech is considered commercial under the current regime. The FTC must recognize that its focus on audience perception paternalistically overreaches in a way that stifles First Amendment freedom of expression. Focusing on the speaker’s intent will allow the agency to prevent the limitation of personal freedoms.